Boat Lift Canopy System
Understanding the Model Numbers
Example: CF24-120N
ShoreStation Aluminum Canopy Frame numbers begin with the prefix “CF”. The first 2 digits
indicate the approximate length in feet, 24 ft. in this example. The actual overall length, including
the end hood, will be about a foot longer (see spec sheets for exact dimensions). The 3 digits
after the dash represent the width in inches between the posts of the lifts that it will fit. Vinyl
canopy covers that are cut and sewed to fit our frames have the same numbers as their
corresponding frames, but beginning with a “CC” prefix, CC24-120N in this example. Again,
please refer to spec sheets for each canopy model for true outside dimensions.

How to choose the correct size Canopy
First select the length you need to cover and protect your boat. ShoreStation canopies are
available in 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 30, 34, 36 & 40 foot lengths. Next determine the width of the Lift
in inches (measure between the posts). This will be the second set of numbers in the model
number.

How to determine Replacement Canopy Cover size
If you don’t already know the model number of your canopy frame, the easiest and most accurate
method to determine its size is by counting the number of SPACES BETWEEN THE CANOPY BOWS
(not including the end hoods on either end). Using our example of a CF24-120N, there are 11
SPACES.

Now, use this calculation to determine the model number of the Canopy Cover.
 Multiply the number of spaces X 2: 11 X 2 = 22
 Add 2 feet to the result: 22 + 2 = 24. The Canopy Frame is a CF24-???N
 Measure width between the posts of the LIFT. If it is 120 inches, the frame is a model
CF24-120N.
 Therefore, the model number of the canopy cover required would be CC24-120N.

*Note: in the case of very old “Steel” Canopy Frames, use the same method except only add
one foot to the result of the number of spaces X 2 to determine the length. Steel Canopy Frames
require a different series of vinyl covers than aluminum frames. See dealer for availability.

